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EMERGENCY SERVICES
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
The consultation literature produced by Warwickshire County Council
for the Bermuda Connectivity Project is very misleading. There is a
section on the wider benefits for the local community with many of the
claimed benefits not existing or being attributed to other scheme such
as the construction of the new Bermuda Park Railway Station which is
happening regardless and is part of an entirely different project.
One such false benefit is that provided to Emergency Services from
opening up the Bermuda Bridge as an all traffic route connecting
Bermuda Road to St Georges Way (see extract below).

OUR ASSESSMENT
The Bermuda Bridge Action Group has undertaken its own analysis of
this claim by mapping out the emergency services’ local bases within
Nuneaton where vehicles can be expected to be starting their journey.
To undertake the assessment we have assumed that there is an
incident at properties either side of the bridge. One within the heavily
residential area of Bermuda Village on The Bridleway at the foot of the
existing pedestrian and cycle bridge and another at the other end of the
bridge on St Georges Way at Univar (a chemical plant dealing with
hazardous chemicals which has a priority response facility for the
emergency services and a blast zone effecting nearby housing).
Google maps has then been used to provide the quickest driving route
between the incident and emergency vehicle base (the interactive map
is available on our website). The map has been used to take a visual
image and the results tabulated at the end of this document.

POLICE ANALYSIS

Incident on The Bridleway
Distance: 2.2 miles
Travel Time: 6 minutes
Current Route (without Bermuda Bridge): Via A444 Coton Road and Heath End Road

Incident on St Georges Way
Distance: 2.6 miles
Travel Time: 6 minutes
Current Route (without Bermuda Bridge): Via A444 Coton Road and A444 Griff Way

Future
Most queuing issues on Heath End Road are currently eastbound in the morning peak due to the
Greenmoor Road junction. Heading westbound there are often no issues and the road is of sufficient
width for much of its length for emergency vehicles to pass any queuing traffic. The assessment above
shows that here is no significant change as both routes have the same travel times according to google
maps. However, significant queues will be created in a westbound direction along Heath End Road at
the proposed junction with Bermuda Road causing additional difficulties and slightly delayed response
times for call outs to the residential properties.
VERDICT ON BERMUDA CONNECTIVITY PROJECT (OPENING BRIDGE):
Slightly Negative Impact.

FIRE ANALYSIS

Incident on The Bridleway
Distance: 2.1 miles
Travel Time: 7 minutes
Current Route (without Bermuda Bridge): Via Croft Road, The Raywoods and Bermuda Road

Incident on St Georges Way
Distance: 2.9 miles
Travel Time: 6 minutes
Current Route (without Bermuda Bridge): Via A444 Coton Road and A444 Griff Way

Future
While the route to Univar is longer it is slightly quicker due to vehicles using a strategic dual
carriageway rather than narrow residential streets. The opening of the bridge won’t change the routes
as the time it will take to cross the bridge will result in a similar journey time but much longer route.
However, the significant additional traffic along the Raywoods and Bermuda Road as well as the
proposed traffic lights of the junctions of these roads with Heath End Road as a result of the Bermuda
Connectivity Project will impact upon and increase reaction times of the Warwickshire Fire & Rescue
Service to residential areas.
VERDICT ON BERMUDA CONNECTIVITY PROJECT (OPENING BRIDGE):
Negative Impact.

AMBULANCE ANALYSIS

Incident on The Bridleway
Distance: 1 mile
Travel Time: 4 minutes
Current Route (without Bermuda Bridge): Via B4112 Heath End Road and Bermuda Road

Incident on St Georges Way
Distance: 1.7 miles
Travel Time: 4 minutes
Current Route (without Bermuda Bridge): Via A444 Griff Way and St Georges Way

Future
No significant change as both routes have the same travel time. For ambulances to St Georges Way
the dual carriageway A444 is far more appropriate than a narrow twisting residential route. The opening
of the bridge therefore does not improve access for Ambulances. However, the significant queues at
the proposed junction of Heath End Road with Bermuda Road will negate any improvement from
moving traffic off the classified Heath End Road and routing this through residential communities. As
noted earlier, there are often no issues heading westbound at the moment. These queues and the
additional traffic along Bermuda Road as a result of the Bermuda Connectivity Project may impact upon
and increase reaction times of the Coventry & Warwickshire Ambulance Service.
VERDICT ON BERMUDA CONNECTIVITY PROJECT (OPENING BRIDGE):
Slightly Negative Impact.

BRIDGE ASSESSMENT
As detailed above, all three emergency services are negatively affected
by the scheme proposals. Despite this we have undertaken an analysis
below to show the impact on reaction times and travel distances if the
bridge was in place. In summary this results in a 0.2 mile link which
would take around half a minute to travel across the bridge. The criteria
and assumptions for our assessment is shown opposite and the
quickest and shortest route is highlighted in green below.
Incident on The Bridleway
Route (via)
Existing
Bermuda
Bridge

BERMUDA BRIDGE
KEY FACTS:
• Sub-standard vertical
alignment & visibility
• Tight bend on the
approach to the ramp
• Approach is through a
residential estate
forming an awkward
junction layout.
• 7.3m carriageway
width inadequate for
cyclist and vehicles

Criteria

Police

Fire

Ambulance

Distance

2.2 miles

2.1 miles

1 mile

Time

6 minutes

6 minutes

4 minutes

ASSESSMENT:

Distance

2.8 miles

3.1 miles

1.9 miles

Time

6½ minutes

6½ minutes

4½ minutes

• 30mph max speed
due to issues above
• 0.2 mile connection
between The
Bridleway & St
Georges Way
• 30mph speed limit is
equivalent to
0.008333 miles /
second
• Time = distance /
speed
Time = 0.2 / 0.008333
Time = 24 seconds

Incident on St Georges Way
Route (via)

Criteria

Police

Fire

Ambulance

Existing

Distance
Time

2.6 miles
6 minutes

2.9 miles
6 minutes

1.7 miles
4 minutes

Bermuda
Bridge

Distance
Time

2.4 miles
6½ minutes

2.3 miles
6½ minutes

1.2 miles
4½ minutes

CONCLUSION
The above analysis shows that in all instances the current emergency
services routes are the quickest. For the residential areas the existing
routes are the shortest. The only instance where the bridge may be of
use of when the emergency vehicle is not starting from its base location
and happens to be on St Georges Way wanting to get to Bermuda
Road or vice versa which is highly improbable. Emergency service call
outs are all about reaction times so this analysis confirms there are no
benefits to the emergency services from opening the bridge.
This above conclusion is contrary to the ‘claimed’ benefits in the
Bermuda Connectivity public consultation material produced by
Warwickshire County Council which is misleading the public by
promoting benefits that don’t really exist.
Our website contains further detailed rebuttals against the claimed
benefits of the scheme and the impact this scheme will have on the
local community: http://bermudabridgeactiongroup.co.uk
Please ensure you get involved in the public consultation and
have your voice heard.

The hidden agenda of
the bridge is to allow
developers to build a
mega housing estate of
between 1500 and 2000
homes on green belt
land at Arbury View as
part of the ‘unapproved’
Borough Plan’. This will
lead to further significant
pressure on the local
highway negating any
short term improvements
on Heath End Road.

